
 

1 INTRODUCTION 

With the increasing speed of military development,  
the way of war in modern society has become more 
and more various. For the air assault, enemies always 
use multi-headed missiles and multiple times of attack 
to destroy the targets. Hence, it has become an im-
portant factor for naval gun system analyzing and 
arranging the threat degree of air multi-targets [1] [2] [3]. 
Judgment in time will be an essential factor for war-
fare today. If the assessment of the threat degree had 
some distortion or error, there will be a disaster for our 
defense system. As for the naval gun system these 
days, more and more defense missions were arranged 
by the operational headquarters. For preventing the 
assault from enemy, and establishing a comprehensive 
defense system [4] [5] [6], the naval force has to be the 
first defense system combating with enemy. 

So how to give out the correct decision of threat 
degree has become the essential thing to be solved. In 
the past, we used several methods such as the previous 
experience, the short-cut route [7], the Fuzzy Relation 
[8] [9] [10], the method based on time and space [11] [12] 
and the Genetic Algorithm [13] which cannot satisfy all 
the circumstances of modern warfare. Judgment which 
is based on previous experience always gives out the 
wrong result and will miss the right time to fire be-
cause its result included so much personal influence. 
In addition, the method which is based on short-cut 
route only takes one of many influencing factors of 
threat degree analysis into consideration. It only con-
siders the short-cut route which only contains the in-
fluencing factors of slope distance and course angle. 
Moreover, the Fuzzy Relation, which uses a new 
fuzzy model to analyze the threat degree of every 
target, only considers the main influencing factor (the 
maximum influencing factor of the target). The result 
of the Fuzzy Relation analysis has some degrees of 
distortion due to its ignorance of other relevant factors. 

Low relevant factors do not mean that they have no 
influence on the result, so we should not make the 
assessment only by the main one. In addition, the 
method based on time and space is combined with 
threat path, network and threat status to analyze the 
threat degree. Although this method takes network and 
threat status into consideration, it only uses the threat 
path as the threat degree assessment of practical target. 
The method of Genetic Algorithm also has limitations 
in practical applications. That is the limitation of their 
working circumstances and the consumption of system 
recourses. 

Therefore, that how to analyze the threat degree of 
air multi-target effectively and acquire a timely reac-
tion have become an essential thing for the research of 
naval gun defense system. This paper compares and 
analyzes previous algorithms, and uses a new analyti-
cal model of the grey correlation [14] and correlation 
coefficient [15] to analyze the threat degree. Grey cor-
relation can give out the proper threat status of targets, 
and the correlation coefficient can provide the right 
relationship between influencing factors. The new 
model which uses relative functions to quantify all the 
factors can influence the judgment of threat degree in 
naval gun defense system. According to the quantifi-
cation by the calculation of the new model, we can 
obtain the arrangement of the target threat sequence 
and simultaneously attack the multi-target by the de-
fense system. As a result, through a lot of practical 
experiments and applications the new method has 
proved that it can be used to analyze all the factors, 
which ensure its accuracy and efficiency. 

2 THREAT DEGREE ANALYSIS 

2.1 Influencing factors of threat degree of different 

moving stages 

We know that in the naval gun defense system, there 
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are many kinds of different moving targets. Every 
target has its own moving stage which changes with 
time. Each factor of the target has its own threat de-
gree. Defining and judging the threat degree timely is 
the essential mission for the defense system.  

In each working period of defense system, the 
moving stage of each target is provided by tracking 
radar. Through the data provided by tracking radar, we 
can make the judgment of threat degree of each target. 
However, the tracking radar can only provides a lim-
ited number of information about the targets. There-
fore, we must make use of every piece of useful in-
formation which is provided by it as much as possible. 

In the naval gun system, factors which can influ-
ence the threat degree and the threat degree principle 
they obey are shown as follows:

(1) Slope distance: This factor is negatively corre-
lated with threat degree. That is to say, the threat de-
gree is increased with the decrease of slope distance, 
and vice versa.  

(2) Flight speed: It is positively correlated with 
threat degree. That is, the threat degree is increased 
with the increasing flight speed. 

(3) Flight altitude: The threat degree is increased if 
the distance between target and the defense system is 
decreased. 

(4) Course angle: It represents the meaning of the 
angle between the flight direction and the point of the 
defense system. The target will be more offensive if 
the angle is becoming smaller. So, the threat degree is 
increased if the angle becomes smaller, and it will be 
more offensive to our defense system. 

Factors provided by tracking radar are shown in 
Figure 1:  

�

Figure 1. Factors in moving stages. 

� is the point of defense system, � is the target 
point. So � is the slope distance; v is the flight speed; 
h is the flight altitude; � is the course angle. 

Because of the various influencing factors of air 
target, especially the motion factors, we employed the 
short-cut route method to analyze the threat degree 
previously. However, this method cannot reach the 

correct and efficient result of threat degree. It ignores 
some kind of factors of the target movement which 
leads to some certain degree of distortion. The calcu-
lation method of the short-cut route � can be obtained 
in Figure 2: 

�

Figure 2. Short-cut route p. 

� is the point of naval gun defense system; � is 
the target point; �  is the slope distance; � is the 
course angle; � is the point of the projection on the 
course. We can see the formula of the short-cut route � in formula (1): � = � �	
(�)                  (1) 

3 A NEW ANALYTICAL MODEL OF THREAT 
DEGREE 

3.1 Build the relative function of threat degree 

3.1.1 Function of slope distance 

We always consider the distance which is more than 
10km will have no threat to our defense system, so it 
should be 0 when it is more than 10km. 

�(�) = �����   , � < 10��   0       , � < 10��                   (2) 

�  is the slope distance, �  is a constant.Take � = 0.001���� for the function. 

3.1.2 Function of flight speed

The flight speed is the main reason which can influ-
ence the blast area of air defense. If the flight speed 
were different, it would have different threat degrees 
even if they are aiming to the same target. The threat 
degree range is as the same tendency as the range of 
flight speed. �(�) = 1 − ���                      (3) 

� is the flight speed of target,  � is a constant. 
Take � = 0.005�/� for the function.
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3.1.3 Function of flight altitude 

If the target decreased its altitude, it would be more 
difficult to be found by the defense system. So it will 
be more aggressive to our defense system. Moreover, 
due to the previous experience, the target which has 
the altitude of more than 1km will have none or only a 
small degree of threat to our defense system. We de-
fine the function of flight altitude in formula (4): 

�(ℎ) = �����  , ℎ > 1��     1     , ℎ ≤ 1��                     (4) 

ℎ  is the flight altitude of target, α  is a con-
stant,.Take � = 0.005���� for the function. 

3.1.4 Function of course angle 

When the course angle is greater than 90°, the target 
has no threat to our defense system because its course 
direction is opposite to our system. On the contrary, 
when the course angle is less than 90°, the threat de-
gree is rapidly increased. So we define the function of 
course angle in formula (5): 

�(�) = ����, � ≤ ��0, � > ��                         (5) 

�  is the course angle,  �  is a constant. Take � = 0.005 for the function. 

3.2 Decision-making of threat degree 

For the threat degree of single target X!, we use func-
tions (1)-(5) to calculate the threat degree of each 
influencing factor. The threat degree of each factor 
can be obtained in formula (6): "# = (�#(�), �#(�), �#(ℎ), �#(�))       (6) 

If the target number is 
 , the 
 × 4  deci-
sion-making matrix can be obtained in formula (7): 

$ = ("%, "&, … , "'�&)*

= +-%(1)    -&(1)   ⋯    -'�&(1)
-%(2)   -&(2)   ⋯        -'�&(2)

-%(3)   -&(3)   ⋯        -'�&(3)   
-%(4)-&(4)⋯-'�&(4)7 (7) 

Take the maximum value of each line in matrix $
for the best reference sequence � , and take the 
minimum value of each line in matrix $ for the 
worst reference sequence 8. They are in formula (8): 

�� = [-:�;(1)   -:�;(2)   -:�;(3)   -:�;(4)]8 = [-:#'(1)    -:#'(2)    -:#'(3)    -:#'(4)] (8) 
Extend the best reference sequence �  and the 

worst reference sequence 8 to be matrixes which are 
the same in every line. After that, the difference ma-

trixes of the best reference sequence ? and the dif-
ference matrixes of worst reference sequence @ can 
be obtained in formulas (9)-(10): 

? = +-:�;(1)    -:�;(1)   ⋯    -:�;(1) 
-:�;(2)   -:�;(2)   ⋯    -:�;(2)

-:�;(3)   -:�;(3)   ⋯     -:�;(3)   
-:�;(4)-:�;(4)⋯-:�;(4)7 − $ (9) 

@ = $ − +-:#'(1)    -:#'(1)   ⋯    -:#'(1)  
-:#'(2)   -:#'(2)   ⋯    -:#'(2)

-:#;(3)   -:#'(3)   ⋯     -:#'(3)   
-:#'(4)-:#'(4)⋯-:#'(4)7(10) 

Assume that the minimum value in matrix B is -&
and the maximum value is A&. The element of matrix B is C#D. So the incidence coefficient matrix E of the 
best reference sequence can be obtained in formula 
(11): 

�#D = (;FGHIF)JKLGHIF                              (11) 

M is the distinguishing coefficient, and the value 
range of it is [0,1]. Generally speaking, the differ-
ences between correlation coefficients can be im-
proved if the value of M decreased. We usually take M = 0.5. 

Similarly, the incidence coefficient matrix N of the 
worst reference sequence can be also obtained by 
formula (11). The minimum value of matrix @ is -&
and the maximum value is A&. The element of matrix @ is O#D. 

Due to the different quality of each threat degree in-
fluencing element, the weight of each element in the 
matrix system is different. The total weight equals 1. 
So we can define that if the weight of each influencing 
element is P# = [Q&, Q�, QR, QS], weights can be calcu-
lated by formula (12):  

T# = UKUFGU�GUVGUW                           (12) 

The best correlation threat degree Y from the best 
reference sequence and the worst correlation threat 
degree Z from the worst reference sequence can be 
obtained in formula (13): 

\Y = ∑ T_�`#(�)S_�&Z = ∑ T_`#(�)S_�&                        (13) 

Finally, we use the best correlation threat degree Y
and worst correlation threat degree Z to calculate the 
comprehensive correlation threat degree of each target a in formula (14): 

a = &(&Gbc)�                                (14) 
If the value of the comprehensive correlation threat 

degree becomes greater, our defense system rates will 
become greater for the threat degree. It is the finally 
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determinative element of air assault threat analysis.

4 ANALYSIS OF APPLICATION EXAMPLE 
AND COMPARATION OF RESULTS 

The practical example of 8 targets is shown in Table 1, 
and the elements of influencing factors of them are " = ("&, "�, … , "d)*. 

Table 1. Influencing factors of multi-targets 

Setting Slope 
distance

Flight speed Flight 
altitude

Course 
angle 

km m/s km °
Target 1 12 200 8 20
Target 2 55 500 3.5 40
Target 3 40 120 0.5 15
Target 4 25 250 8 30
Target 5 30 300 7 100
Target 6 28 400 2 52
Target 7 36 450 1.4 15
Target 8 20 150 10 5

4.1 Threat decision-making of the short-cut route 

First, we use the traditional method of short-cut route 
to analyze the threat degree of the 8 practical exam-
ples. 

Previously, we introduce the evaluation method of 
this method. According to the value of course angle, 
we can use formula (1) to calculate the threat degree 
decision-making matrix e of the multi-targets. e =[4.1042, 35.353, 10.353, 12.5, 29.544, 22.064, 
9.3175, 1.7431] 

The threat degree of short-cut route is shown by 
Figure 3: 

Figure 3. Threat degree analysis of short-cut route. 

Therefore, through Figure 3, we can easily found 
that the threat rank of the 8 targets. x� > xf > xg > xS > xR > xh > x& > xd

We can see that the greatest one is target 2, and the 
lowest one is target 8. 

4.2 Threat decision-making of the grey correlation 

Second, we use the new model to analyze the threat 
degree of the 8 example targets. The new method 
analyzes the threat influencing element of slope dis-
tance, flight speed, flight altitude and the course angle. 
With the definition of functions relate to them, we can 
calculate the threat contribution of each factor. In the 
end, use the reference sequence and relation coeffi-
cient to determine the final threat degree of each tar-
get. 

According to the weight decision functions (2)-(5), 
we can obtain the 8 × 4 dimension decision-making 
matrix A. 

$ =
⎣⎢⎢
⎢⎢⎢
⎢⎡0.86589 0.63212 0.72615 0.904840.048560.201900.535260.406570.456580.273620.67032

0.917920.451190.713500.776870.864670.894600.52763

0.940591.000000.726150.782710.980200.990250.60653

0.818730.927740.860710.000000.771050.927740.97531⎦⎥⎥
⎥⎥⎥
⎥⎤

Matrix $  provides the best reference sequence 
which is [0.86589,0.91792,1.0,0.97531] , and the 
worst reference sequence which is [0.04856,0.45119,0.60653,0.0]. 

By using formula (9), we can obtain the difference 
matrixes of the best reference sequence ?. 

? =
⎣⎢⎢
⎢⎢⎢
⎢⎡0.00000 0.28580 0.27385 0.070470.817330.663990.330630.459320.409310.592270.19557

0.000000.466730.204420.141050.053250.023320.39029

0.059410.000000.273850.217290.019800.009750.39347

0.156580.047570.114600.975310.204260.047570.00000⎦⎥⎥
⎥⎥⎥
⎥⎤

The minimum value of matrix B is -& = 0.00000
and the maximum value is A& = 0.97531. According 
to formula (11), we can obtain the incidence coeffi-
cient matrix of the best reference sequence E. 

E =
⎣⎢⎢
⎢⎢⎢
⎢⎡1.00000 0.63049 0.64038 0.873740.373690.423440.595950.514960.543670.451560.71375

1.000000.510960.704630.775650.901550.954360.55545

0.891401.000000.640380.691760.960980.980400.55345

0.756950.911120.809720.333330.704790.911121.00000⎦⎥⎥
⎥⎥⎥
⎥⎤

According to formula (12), we can obtain the 
weight of each influencing element P# . They are 
shown in Table 2: 

Table 2. Weight of each influencing element in the best ref-
erence sequence. 
Setting Slope 

distance
Flight speed Flight 

altitude
Course 
angle 

Target 1 0.31800 0.20050 0.20364 0.27786
Target 2 0.12365 0.33090 0.29497 0.25048
Target 3 0.14881 0.17957 0.35143 0.32019
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Target 4 0.21666 0.25616 0.23281 0.29437
Target 5 0.22238 0.33494 0.29873 0.14395
Target 6 0.17476 0.28979 0.30890 0.22655
Target 7 0.13694 0.28943 0.29732 0.27631
Target 8 0.25287 0.19678 0.19607 0.35428

Use the data calculated before in Table 2, we can 
obtain the best correlation threat degree Y of those 8
targets by formula (13). Y =[0.81760, 0.82964, 0.79793, 0.69706, 0.62895, 
0.81279, 0.88130, 0.75258] 

Similarly, by using the worst reference sequence [0.04856, 0.45119, 0.60653, 0.0], we can obtain the 
difference matrixes of the worst reference sequence @
by formula (10). 

@ =
⎣⎢⎢
⎢⎢⎢
⎢⎡0.81733 0.18093 0.11962 0.904840.000000.153340.486700.358010.408020.225060.62176

0.466730.000000.262310.325680.413480.443410.07644

0.334060.393470.119620.176180.529010.383720.00000

0.818730.927740.860710.000000.771050.927740.97531⎦⎥⎥
⎥⎥⎥
⎥⎤    

The minimum value of matrix @ is -& = 0.00000
and the maximum value is A& = 0.97531. The inci-
dence coefficient matrix of the worst reference se-
quence N can be calculated by formula (11). 

N =
⎣⎢⎢
⎢⎢⎢
⎢⎡0.37369 0.72938 0.80302 0.350201.000000.760780.500490.576650.544460.684220.43956

0.510961.000000.650240.599570.541160.523760.86449

0.593460.553450.803020.734600.479660.559641.00000

0.373290.344540.361661.000000.387430.344540.33333⎦⎥⎥
⎥⎥⎥
⎥⎤

The weight of each influencing element P#  is 
shown in Table 3: 

Table 3. he weight of each influencing element in the worst 
reference sequence.
Setting Slope 

distance
Flight speed Flight 

altitude
Course 
angle 

Target 1 0.16563 0.32328 0.35591 0.11522
Target 2 0.40360 0.20622 0.23952 0.15066
Target 3 0.28614 0.37611 0.20816 0.12959
Target 4 0.21616 0.28083 0.34682 0.15620
Target 5 0.19810 0.20598 0.25237 0.34355
Target 6 0.27882 0.27713 0.24564 0.19841
Target 7 0.32395 0.24797 0.26496 0.16312
Target 8 0.16667 0.32778 0.37916 0.12639

From the data which is shown in Table 3 and for-
mula (13), we can obtain the worst correlation threat 
degree Z of those 8 targets. Z =[0.62384, 0.70736, 0.75365, 0.62579, 0.76667, 
0.49647, 0.55601, 0.77791] 

Put  Y  and Z into formula (14), we can finally 
obtain the comprehensive correlation threat degree of 
each target a. 

a =[0.56721, 0.53978, 0.51427, 0.52694, 0.45066, 
0.62080, 0.61316, 0.49172] 

The figure which demonstrated the comprehensive 
correlation threat degree of each target is shown in 
Figure 4: 

Figure 4. Curve graph of comprehensive correlation threat 
degree. 

As it is shown in Figure 4, we can obtain the final 
threat rank of each target. xg > xh > x& > x� > xS > xR > xd > xf

We can see the target 6 is the greatest one in term of 
threat degree while the lowest one is target 5. 

According to the discussion from the specialists and 
the practical applications, the threat rank which is 
calculated from the new model is an efficient and 
accurate method for the defense system. In addition, 
our method can be easily used in modern warfare. 

4.3 Contrastive analysis of threat decision-making 

From the previous analysis of threat decision-making, 
we obtained two different threat ranks of 8 targets. 

4.3.1 Result analysis of the short-cut route method 

From 2.1, we obtained the threat rank from short-cut 
route method:  x� > xf > xg > xS > xR > xh > x& > xd

Take target 2 and target 5 as the examples. As for 
target 2, although it reaches the greatest value accord-
ing to the short-cut route, it ignores two main factors 
(flight speed and flight altitude) because of the fun-
damental reason of the method.

As for target 5, its course angle is more than 90°
and its flight direction is opposite to our defense sys-
tem, so it has no such practical threat.  

As for target 1, the decision-making of target 2 and 
target 5 obviously have a certain degree of distortion. 
Although this method can be used in some certain 
circumstance, it cannot receive the correct threat rank 
of every target due to the ignorance of other influenc-
ing factors. 

4.3.2 Result analysis of the new model method 

From 2.2, we obtain the threat rank from the method 
of new analysis model: 
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xg > xh > x& > x� > xS > xR > xd > xf
Also, we take the same target (target 6 and target 5) 

as examples to compare with the performance of two 
methods.

As for target 6, although its short-cut route is not 
the minimum one, its threat degree is greater because 
of the higher speed and the lower flight altitude. It 
takes the flight altitude and flight speed into consider-
ation which are very essential for the threat degree 
analysis. From our experience, we know that the low 
altitude can lead the distortion of detection radar 
which can be more aggressive than the one with high-
er altitude. In addition, the high speed target can lead 
to the lower defense efficiency and influence the lethal 
zone of naval gun. Therefore, they are also the essen-
tial factors for our threat degree assessment. We can 
also see that in the method of short-cut route, and the 
threat degree of target 6 is greater (it achieves the third 
place in rank). 

As for target 5, it has no such threat to our defense 
system due to its course angle which is more than 90°.
So the threat degree of target 5 should acquire the 
lowest value. However, in the method of short-cut 
route, it is secondary in terms of threat degree. There-
fore, it is obviously that the previous method has a 
certain degree of distortion. 

According to the analysis results, we can see that 
the method of short-cut route has a certain degree of 
distortion and cannot reflect the accurate threat degree 
of the targets. However, the new analytical model, 
which takes every relevant influencing factor into 
account, is more considerable and more accurate for 
the decision-making in the defense system. 

As for the consideration of computing time, we use 
practical application to verify the usability of the new 
method. The final consumption of time which is used 
by the new method is in the range of the theoretical 
time. As for the consideration of the consumption of 
system recourse, new system has no such complex 
calculation and it can be used in any condition of cir-
cumstances. 

5 CONCLUSION 

For the modern warfare, it has become stricter that the 
naval gun defense system must give the correct action 
immediately. Because of the multi-targets threat, the 
threat degree analysis has become the essential thing 
to overcome in modern society. Correct decision and 
efficient defense can prevent the defense system from 
destroying and even can make a great change for the 
whole war situation. 

This paper uses a new analytical model of grey cor-
relation with practical examples to analyze the threat 
degree, and uses the result which is calculated from it 
to compare with the result calculated from the old 
method of short-cut route. From the contrastive analy-
sis, we can find that the new model is efficient and 
accurate that behaves very well in practical application, 

while the old method always cannot give out the cor-
rect threat degree rank and has a certain degree of 
distortion. This new model can be used in theoretical 
time range and it has very little consumption of the 
system recourse.  

As we all know, for example, the bombardment air-
craft has a greater level of threat degree than recon-
naissance plane. However, due to the diversity of tar-
get character, the threat level of different kinds of 
targets cannot be measured. This problem should be 
possibly solved in the future. 
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